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Adia Shy(Cleveland Ohio)
 
Hola! my name is Adia Shy and I'm a natural born writer..it who I am I love to
read and write and I love others opinions! I'm really down to earth..I jst recently
became a vegitarian I just think people shoudn't eat that that aren't supposed to
be eaten: p I love my life and who I am and I think of it like this I love my life
and I'm living my life and having fun with or without you on my side...I'm not
that crazy but I am Crazy and I love it..I'm Adia Shy and no one! can change
that <3
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But Yet You'Re Taking It Slow...
 
Your heart rate starts to increase and you can't controll your breathing.
But yet you're taking it slow...
Your hands start wandering and he smells so good, you can't speak.
But yet you're taking it slow...
Your body starts speaking and everything that used to be wrong is now right all
because of one night..things happen even if they shouldn't.
But yet your're taking it slow...
One thing leads to another and was you start there's no stoping.
But yet you're taking it slow...
 
Adia Shy
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Who Cries?
 
Who cries when the hero in the movie dies?
Who cries for the little girl who cries for the hero that died?
Who cries for the girl who failed a important test?
who cries for the teacher that gave her the F?
Who cries? ...the little girl thats sick, sick of all tears!
so who will cry for her? knowing she's all out of tears?
Will you cry for the little girl? because she has cried for you.
What would you do?
knowing there's a little girl out there crying for you.
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